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Timberscombe - St Petrock

Introduction - the circumstances of the report

This report on the church of St Petrock, Timberscombe, has been prepared as part of the
pilot study for the Somerset Churches Project. Much opf the research informing it arises
following a request by Marion Jeffrey for a public talk about the church in September
2019.

It is intended that the Somerset Churches Project should

- provide a reliable database of information about Somerset parish
churches by (i) bringing together available information from secondary sources,
(ii) undertaking and reporting on survey evidence, (iii) enhancing this where
possible by undertaking research into documentary resources

- the survey evidence should look at fabric and fittings in greater depth
than has so far been attempted in Somerset, and is intended to concentrate on the
more subtle classes of information, particularly associated with traces of lost
fittings, such as those associated with pre-Reformation fittings

- in due course establish, maintain and update a web-site to make the
results of the survey available to researchers and to those tasked with the
preparation of statements of significance, conservation management plans and
so forth.

That there is a need for such a basic resource may be illustrated by the first sentence of
the Wikipedia entry for Timberscombe, which states that ‘The church of St Petrock in
Timberscombe, Somerset, England has a 15th-century tower, the rest of the building
dating from 1708', whereas the tower dates from either 1708 (the date on the
weathercock) or 1701 (the reading of the commemorative plaque according to the current
church guide), and the body of the church belongs to the later 15th or earlier 16th century. 
The misinformation in the Wikipedia entry has been further promulgated by other websites
as a result of the ‘cut-and-paste’ mentality of the internet.  Furthermore the New Age
nonsense surrounding Culbone has been allowed to seep into even official Exmoor
websites.  Even the ‘Thousand Best Churches’ approach turns out on examination to be
a rankly journalistic exercise of precising the guide book, adding a little local colour (‘when
I was there’) and sprinkling some excellent photographs taken by others into the
(uncorrected and often inaccurate) text.
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In order to illustrate the targeting and methodology of the survey, this section (following
‘previous commentators’) begins with the examination of the possible evidence for the
pre-Reformation lenten veil.

Previous commentators

Edmund Rack’s account of Timberscombe was written in the 1780s, when he described
the church as

‘...a neat edifice of Gothic architecture, 72 ft long and 28 wide, consisting
of a nave, chancel, and south ayle and north porch, all tyled.  At the west
end is an embattled tower, and upon it a low spire, the whole about 50 ft
high, with a clock and four bells.

‘Here is a neat altar piece of panneld wainscot with an arched cornice on
which ... [illegible] flaming urns.  This altar piece contains four tablets on
which are the Decalogue, Creed and Lord’s Prayer.  It was given by
Richard Elsworth of Bickhams, Esq., who died August 5, 1714, aged 22
years, and lies buried here.  His arms are [Heraldic arms omitted.  See
Coll. II, 45.]

‘A palm branchd open screen, with small clusterd pillars supporting a
heavy inrichd cornice, seperates the nave from the chancel.  The nave roof
is 24 ft high, the chancel 21 ft, the ayle 18 ft, all ceild in square
compartiments, the ribs of the arches being ornamented with carvings at
the intersections.  The ayle is seperated from the nave by four arches 10 ft
wide and 12 ft high.  The pillars are clusterd, 6 ft round and 8½ ft high to
the spring of the arches.

‘The pulpit is of old small panneld wainscot, carved and painted sstone
colour, with a dove colourd velvet cushion, fringd and tasseled.  The
communion table is of beech on an oak frame, with a violet colourd cloth
fringd yellow, and inclosd with a neat rail and bannisters.  The singers’
gallery has a neat front of panneld wainscot supported by four handsome
fluted pillars.

‘Here are three doors, 12 windows of crown glass and 12 pews, with a very
antique octangular font.  The floor is very bad, being a patchwork of old
broken stones and common red bricks, with a few curious Roman bricks
along the middle passage and at the entrance of the chancel.

‘There is neither monument nor legible inscription.  In the churchyard is the
remains of an old stone cross with some old tombs and a few head
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Timberscombe in the 1830s: William Wheatley (top) and James Bulwer (below)
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Early watercolours
from the 1830s by
Wheatley and Bulwer
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stones.’ [McDermott and Berry p.90]

Sir Stephen Glynne does not appear to have visited Timberscombe [McGarvie].

Somerset Archaeological Society does not seem to have visited Timberscombe as part
of their annual excursions.

There are several early illustrations of St Petrock’s, in particular three watercolours by
William Walter Wheatley showing the church viewed from the north-west, the screen from
the west, and the exterior of the north door, and there is another watercolour by James
Bulwer showing the exterior from the north-west together with a second illustration of the
font, all of these dating from the 1830s.

The exterior views show the tower before the 1881 alterations, and establish that the
whole of the church was rough-cast, a circumstance which appears to have been general
for Exmoor churches at this date.  Wheatley’s view of the screen also shows the original
plastered ceiling of the chancel, and the soffits of the original common rafters still
surviving bear the nail holes for the lath, confirming this.

There is a Robert Gillo photograph of Timberscome listed at SRO which should also
predate the Sedding restoration of 1881, but this has not been accessed at the present
time..

Possible indications of the lenten veil

Recent work emerging as part of the commissioned surveys of roofs at Meare and Leigh-
on-Mendip has identified staples which appear to have been used as rope guides driven
into the wall plates in nave and chancel.  Their positions suggest that they were originally
associated with the raising and lowering of the lenten-veil and the rood-veil deployed
during lent in the middle ages.  At Timberscombe the nave roof and its wall-plate appears
to have been entirely renewed; however, the chancel roof, despite being ostensibly of
nineteenth century work, retains at least its northern medieval wall-plate, and here there
is a stained area of wood with what appear to be the stubs of a cut-away staple.  Its
position corresponds to what should be the site of the lenten veil, and, while there is no
corresponding scar on the southern wall-plate, it is a reasonably hypothesis to account
for it in this way.

The lenten veil (and the rood-veil) was a universal fitting in the pre-Reformation church,
as was the general practice of covering all the images in the church from the beginning
of lent to Palm Sunday, after which they were again covered until Easter Sunday.

Central to the overall context of which these veils were a part was the rood-screen and
its associated fittings.
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Possible stubs of staple from rope-guide of lenten veil
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Staples for rope guides at Leigh-on-Mendip (rood veil) above; and Meare (lenten veil)
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The Roodscreen

Bond and Camm (1909) - the standard work on west country screens, say this of the
rood-screen at Timberscombe,

‘There remains of this screen the nave portion, consisting of five bays - the
south-aisle portion has gone.  This is a fan-vaulted screen, and happily
what remains is well preserved, vaulting and cornices being perfect.  The
arcades are filled with well-proportioned tracery of Perpendicular type, the
tracery heads being slender and acutely pointed as at St Audries’ (W.
Quantoxhead screen).  The cornices on the west side consist of the
customary four rows of well-executed carvings, but on the east the
members are uncarved, and consist of simple contours in the solid.  It is
to be regretted that at a recent date the panels of the vaulting and some
other features of the screen were smothered with paint in the worst
possible taste - patches of pale blue and sickly salmon alternating.’ [Bond
& Camm vol.2, p.195.  Citing Som. Arch Proc., lii, p.67, and Plate viii].

The plate (lxiv B, opposite p.178), although in monochrome, shows the effect of the
modern repainting, and it is evident from this that it affected only the fan-vaulting beneath
the loft - the ribs and sunk panels of the fans being dark (presumably blue) and the
panelling of the fans being light.  The horizontal lines of carving on the cornice alternate
dark and light.  The dado seems not to have been repainted, even though there are pink
(?salmon) residues still present here.

There appear to have been six niches or carved panels fronting the rood-loft probably
separated by panelled muntins double-morticed into the top element of the cornice.  A
par\llel for this arrangement appears to survive in the north aisle at Atherington, the only
surviving rood-loft in Devon.

Julian Orbach (Pevsner revision 2014) draws parallels between Timberscombe and the
screens at Minehead, Dunster, Carhampton, Withycombe etc..  To these Bond and Camm
add the lost screen at St Audries, pulled down in 1858 and several others.  The St
Audries’ screen (illustrated on p.186) is decorated with vine and pomegranate motifs.

Bond and Camm’s analysis of the Somerset rood-screens places Timberscombe in their 

- Group B (1) - their ‘Minehead’ or ‘Dunster Group’ - which comprises
Minehead, Dunster, Carhampton, Bicknoller, Cannington, Timberscombe,
Withycombe, Brushford, St. Decuman’s and West Quantoxhead.  Three other
groups are closely related:

- Group B (2) - Trull
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The screen pre-1906 with post-medieval painted decoration (top).
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Site of rood-loft above cornice, and tympanum against W principal of chancel roof
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- Group B (3) - Combe St Nicholas, Halse and Nynehead

- Group B (4) - Bishops Lydeard, Lydeard St Lawrence, with Wiveliscombe
and East Pennard.

The overall Group B series is characterised as follows:

The general group B of Somerset screens embraces all those which were
designed according to a later model, more highly developed in an artistic
sense.  These were framed to support a loft placed centrally over them,
the ribbed vaulting between the arch-headed lights projecting some two to
three feet on east and west sides for the support of the loft and its beams,
with the cornices and galleries.   

and the specific definition of the Group B (1) series relies upon their

‘Having arched openings usually of four lights, filled with Perpendicular
tracery and closely affiliated to the screens of Devon, but with some
characteristic differences of detail, which create a local type’

The overall pattern of the Group B (1-4) types is further refined in the following note:

‘The arcades are divided by stout bead-moulded standards from which
rises the graceful vaulting which is their most conspicuous ornament.  This
vaulting, like most of the Devonshire examples, consists of panels
enriched with sunk tracery, usually of a geometric kind, divided by
moulded ribs.  Over all runs a cornice enriched by several rows of
conventional vine-leaf and pomegranate enrichments divided by heads,
and each screen had originally a carved upright cresting to complete the
series at the top, and underneath a smaller inverted one.  The roodlofts
which these screen supported were of an average breadth of about 6 feet,
except in some cases like that at Minehead where there was a width of
about 8 feet.’   [p.133]

In an earlier iteration of his analysis of the Somerset screens, Bligh Bond classified the
Treborough group as ‘Fan-vaulted screens’, the later series of screens manufactured for
churches in Exmoor,

‘Of these there remain the following examples, viz., those of Dunster,
Minehead, Timberscombe, Carhampton, Withycombe, Bicknoller, Saint
Decuman’s, West Quantoxhead (St. Audries), and lastly a screen included
in the series on account of its affinity of character, but a little more remote
in point of locality - that of Brushford, near Dulverton.’ [p.62]

Since in neither instance do the cited examples number seven, it must be assumed that
the source for this analysis lies elsewhere.
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Traces of post-medieval (top) and ?medieval paint on the screen.
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Wenhaston (top) and Winsham tympana
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The late nineteenth century painted decoration referred to by Bond and Camm, and
depicted in the contemporary photograph is still present in restricted patches on the
coving of the screen.  There is no evidence that this repainting extended to the dado of
the screen, so it seems likely that at least some of the residues present in the blind tracery
at the heads of the basal niches are medieval in origin.

Fittings associated with the rood and its screen

In the pre-Reformation church the image of the crucifixion and its attendant figures of the
Blessed Virgin (north) and St John the Evangelist (south) were prominently displayed over
the rood-loft and in front of a painting of the resurrection and judgement.  In churches with
a substantial chancel arch this could be painted above the entrance to the chancel, but
where chancel and nave were of much the same height (a particular characteristic of the
western churches of Somerset, and those of Cornwall and Devon) this painting of the
Doom was often supplied on a wooden tympanum.  In Somerset the tympanum was often
fixed into the head of the chancel arch (as with the surviving Marian example at
Winsham), but where the space was more restricted as in Timberscombe where the nave
and chancel are virtually continuous, the tympanum was probably simply nailed to the face
of the western principal of the chancel roof, which was slightly lower and narrower than
that of the nave roof.  With the loss of the original principal all evidence for this has been
erased.

Other painted decoration

In addition to the traces of probable medieval painting on the dado of the rood-screen,
there are both figural and architectural paintwork surviving at Timberscombe.  The most
important of these are the panels above the nave doors, an eighteenth century text over
the northern, and a (probably) late sixteenth or early seventeenth century depiction of
King David with an associated black-letter text over the blocked southern door.

Possibly painted at the same time as the addition of the west tower, the cartouche and
text above the north door was conserved in 2013, and is from Psalm 84, v.10, ‘For a day
in the courts is better than a thousand.  I had rather to be a door keeper in the house of
my God: than to dwell in the tents of ungodliness’.  The painting over the south door was
uncovered in 1955; the Hendersons spoke of the remains in their day as ‘are beginning
to appear the outlines of some wall-painting’. [p.6] The inscription has not been identified
as yet.  Post-medieval figural painting was more common than is generally believed, with
figures of King David often found on singers’ galleries, figures of Moses and Aaron
associated with the Decalogue, and allegorical scenes also not uncommon.
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Paint traces in piscina (above),
and on the SE face of the eastern
arch of the south aisle arcade
(left) where red can be seen on
the outer mouldings and grey
between them.
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Architectural painted decoration, probably of late medieval date, survives on the eastern
pier of the south arcade, with traces of red and pale grey on alternating mouldings of the
south-eastern side.  A series of well-preserved layers of paint survives in the interior of
the chancel piscina, this having ben sealed at the Reformation when the recess was
trimmed back to the wall-face and blocked up.  Here there are three distinct layers - a pale
pink limwash overlying a red ochre, over blue, perhaps with an orange layer intervening
between the last two, though this may be an abraded section of the red ochre.

There are further traces of post-medieval paintwork on the orignal bench ends (pale
yellow ochre) and on the pulpit (white residues in the grain).  Both such treatments can
be readily parallelled elsewhere, both from documentary sources and from surviving
examples (as at Leigh-on-Mendip and Somerton for example).  At Somerton the church
wardens’ accounts for 1615 record 

Item laid out to George Biggs for ochre for the pulpit      2d.

- this payment presumably implying that the wood was painted (ochre had been bought
for the painting of the walls in 1589, when it cost 1d. per pound and 34lbs. were needed
for ‘dressing the church’).

The gilding of the roof bosses must be assumed to belong to the 1881 restoration, but
there is at least one length of purlin in the south aisle which appears to be medieval and
bears red and green residues on the mouldings. and perhaps a yellow ochre on the soffit.

Roofs and bosses

The waggon roofs of the nave, south aisle and north porch each possess a series of
carved bosses, and although several are Victorian replacements a significant proportion
are medieval.    Those in the body of the church, attached to the renewed nave roof, and
those in the south aisle where the roof has been substantially repaired, are gilded, but it
is clear from the specification for the 1881 repairs that at least the latter are in their
original configuration, since Sedding was emphatic that

The existing bosses to be most carefully taken down and numbers written
on them, marking the place they originally occupied, and to be refixed with
all necessary repairs.

The soffits of the surviving original common rafters bear the nail holes from the pre-1881
ceiling, a feature described by Rack, and depicted in the chancel in Wheatley’s drawing
of the rood screen.

In 1881 the nave roof was
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Nave roof bosses - eastern heads (1)
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Nave head bosses (2)
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Nave head bosses (3)
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Nave head bosses (4)
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‘.... to be entirely new of deal, stained unless shall be found that some of
the present roof can be reused.  The timbers of the new roof to be of
precisely the same forms and scantlings as existing roof.’

and with three bosses to each bay the seven principals house a total of 21 bosses fixed
where they intersect the purlins and ridge.  In the south aisle there are twelve principals
(likewise including those against the end wall-faces) supporting 36 bosses; and in the
north porch there are 11 bosses including two on the centres of the wall-plates.

The bosses vary in shape, with the nave roof having a roughly rectangular form on the
end principals and along both purlins, and the bosses on the central line of the ridge
(except on the end principals against the wall faces) being lozenge shaped.  All the south
aisle bosses are of lozenge form, and in the porch the nave system is followed, with
lozenge bosses on the ridge only.  The bosses also vary considerably in subject matter,
the majority being foliate, but there are two heads in the porch, seven heads and a
dolphin in the nave, and in the south aisle a lamb and two compositions depicting the Five
Wounds.  Not only is the porch comparable with the nave in terms of the form and
distribution of its bosses, but their style and subject matter is also similar, with the male
head on the eastern wall-plate having the same form for the beard, and the female head
opposite with a similar veil, all of this strongly suggesting that they are contemporary.

The seven principals of the nave roof are aligned on the arcade piers to the south, but
there is no corresponding alignment of the principals in the south aisle.

The distribution of the non-foliate bosses is of interest, since they are all restricted to the
area east of the north-south cross-aisle of the nave.  Whether this represents a
demarcation in the social hierarchy of the congregation or of the sanctity of position
(closer to the sanctuary and within the limits of the processional space), or merely of the
order of execution of the carvings is unclear at present - little study of the roof carvings
in general has so far been reported.  Social hierarchy was certainly an issue with the
congregational seating - as Katherine French points out,

‘Seating arrangements were one of the most obvious ways of marking
social and gender differences.  In the fifteenth century, naves did not
commonly have pews....  Once there were seats in the nave, status and
sex became important features of seating arrangements.  Men and women
typically sat in their own sections and not together as a family.  The well-
to-do bought good seats, those less well off bought seats farther from the
altar, and the poor probably had no seats at all.  Seating arrangements
shaped the laity’s experience of the liturgy and show that they did not
consider themselves to be an undifferentiated or homogeneous group.’1

The distribution of subject matter on the south aisle bosses perhaps presents a more

1 French 2001, p.162.
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North porch: the central bosses on the wall-plate
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interesting possibility, however.  Here there are three non-foliate bosses: a damaged
carving of a lamb on the principal one west from the position of the rood-screen, and two
carvings of the Five Wounds of Christ on the central principal of the ‘nave space’ - the
only timber which precisely aligns with the corresponding nave roof principal.  The latter
two bosses also mark the same position as the western non-foliate bosses of the nave -
surely a significant coincidence.  Thus the nave roof is divided in half by the principal
bearing the westernmost non-foliate bosses, this corresponding with the position of the
western non-foliate bosses in the south aisle.

The third non-foliate boss (depicting the lamb) is on the fourth principal from the east; the
Five Wounds bosses are on the fourth principal from the west.  Between these are two
principals with foliate bosses, but beneath the latter the central arcade pier has a richly
carved capital with vine foliage and shields, rather than the plain bell-shaped capitals with
mouldings of the remainder of the arcade and its responds.

All of this suggests the special treatment of this area, and the spacial arrangements and
the subject matter of the carvings may point to the former presence of an altar, perhaps
dedicated to St Saviour (the risen Christ) or the Five Wounds2 at the mid point of the
space between the rood screen and the west end of the aisle in the late middle ages. 
Such a position is also apparent at Axbridge, where the middle section of the north aisle
roof has a painted ‘canopy of honour’ including a depiction of the Trinity - again
suggesting the dedication of the lost altar.

The carving of the lamb could also be associated with the imputed altar beneath, since
the Five Wounds and the sacrifice of the Lamb of God are intimately connected
iconographically (as in the Ghent altarpiece, for instance).  The Lamb is also a symbol
associated with St John the Baptist, but in this context the Agnus Dei is shown with a flag,
and no sign of this is apparent in the carving.  However, if the Agnus Dei were intended
it is possible that this was associated with an altar of St John the Baptist in front of the
rood screen.

Of the foliate bosses, many have the ‘cranked’ stems typical of Quantock area bench end
carvings, a feature found from the 1520s to the 1550s, and suggesting a date in the
second quarter of the sixteenth century.

Stained Glass

‘The remains of glass at Timberscombe are slight and can only tentatively

2 French gives two instances of altars of the Five Wounds in her table (p.196), but only lists
one of them (Banwell) in the gazetteer; she gives one of St Saviour (Salvatore at Porlock)
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The position of two ‘Five Wounds’ roof bosses in the south nave aisle, together with the
adjacent more highly decorated central arcade capital suggest the possibility of an altar
of the Five Wounds in the middle of the south aisle.  The chancel altar of St Petrock and
the eastern altar of the aisle dedicated to St Michael would have provided three altars,
and others may have stood against the screen.
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Features perhaps associated with an altar of the Five Wounds in the south aisle.
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be ascribed to this school of glass-painters.  They are to be seen un the
east window of the aisle.  In an upper tracery light is a large angel’s head,
perhaps the archangel Gabriel’s from a scene of the Annunciation. 
Another tracery light retains the letters IHS.  A third tracery light contains
a floral device reminiscent of the designs at Curry Rivel, Winscombe, and
at Doddiscombsleigh in Devon.  The glass is probably rather late in date,
but it is well painted.’   [p.54]

One feature of the ‘IHS’ monogram is worthy of mention - the form of the letter ‘S’ appears
to be based on an amphisbena.  This two-headed dragon or serpent formed part of the
monogram of John Selwood, abbot of Glastonbury (1457-93).

John Selwood was a prolific builder and patron, and, like his contemporary, Bishop
Bekynton of Wells was wont leave his monogram on the monuments he helped to finance. 
The intertwined letters ‘IS’ can be seen on the chancel parapet of Ditcheat, on the east
end of the south nave aisle at Meare, the west tower at Ashcott, and on his grange at
Norwood Park Farm, on Wick Lane, east of Glastonbury.  The monogram is also found
twice on the exceptionally fine carved bench ends at East Brent, where he also rebuilt the
Abbey grange just to the north of the church.

Much earlier writers also knew of Selwood’s liberality: John Leland, Henry VIII’s antiquary,
says that he built many houses in Mells, and Adrian Schael recorded his contribution to
the rebuilding of High Ham church.  Schael was vicar of High Ham in the reign of
Elizabeth I, and left a memorandum recording oral traditions current in the village in his
time which he considered of sufficient importance to write down, one of which was that,

‘The Church of Higham...was builded anew from the foundac’n and
troughly finished in the space of one yeare, wch was from the nativity of
Criste 1476, and this was performed by John Selwood, then Abbot of
Glaston, naturall patrone and donor of the rectory, and certaine other
personages, as [Lord] Paulett, Peter & John Rogers, John Irlond, &c., and
some parishoners... The chauncle or quier of the same church being
cunningly wrought was reddified the same time and yeare at the costes of
the said Abbott and especially at the charges of the reverend man Jhon
Dier, Bachler in both lawes, the person of Higham...'3

Selwood seems to have left no mark for posterity on the church at High Ham, but a further
example was recently found on one of the fragments from the south transept reredos at
St Cuthbert’s in Wells.  The same carver who cut the monogram on the south aisel at

3 Wickham 1965, p. 33; PSANHS vol. xl, (1894), pt.ii, pp. 113-122.  Bond and Camm also
attribute the screen at High Ham to the Glastonbury workshops and probably to the
patronage of Selwood (Bond and Camm 1909, vol. 1, p.169).  On p. 64 they add that ‘it
would be perhaps impossible to find any work of more exquisite refinement and graceful
design in the whole West Country’
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Two of the three
surviving panels of
medieval glass: the
head of an angel (far
left), and the ‘IHS’
monogram with the
amphisbena terminals
on the ‘S’ suggesting a
connection with Abbot
John Selwood of
Glastonbury.
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Monograms of John Selwood and Hugh Sugar with amphisbena terminals to the ‘S’
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Meare was responsible for the monogram of Hugh Sugar, treasurer of Wells at the
cathedral.

Whether the form of the ‘S’ was a deliberate reference to the monogram of John Selwood,
and indicative of his patronage, or whether it became a stylistic feature of the Somerset
school of glass painters as a derivative of the form through artistic crossover is unclear
at present.

The blocked south door

Opposite the main nave entrance, on the south side of the south aisle, and immediately
beneath the painting of King David, is a narrow late fifteenth or early sixteenth century
doorway, now blocked up.  Such doorways are relatively common, and originally formed
an essential part of the liturgical functions of the pre-Reformation church, providing
processional access, particularly in the context of the rituals of Palm Sunday.

The Palm Sunday procession according to the rite of Sarum required that the there were
initially two separate groups: one bearing palms (usually yew, box or willow - all of which
were green at Easter), and the other with a tabernacle containing a consecrated Host and
(if available) relics.  The former left the church through the main door (usually on the
south), the latter went north through the secondary doorway.  The main group with their
palms assembled at the churchyard cross, and as the second procession came to join
them they sang ‘En rex venit’, behold the King comes.  After they coalesced the Gospel
of Matthew describing the Entry into Jerusalem was read, and then the whole assembly
approached the church, where a boy, standing in a high place and dressed as a prophet
was stationed.  From this second station the procession passed along the south side of
the church and flowers and singing cakes were thrown down from the parapet, and thence
to the main porch where the ‘Gloria laus’ was sung antiphonally before they reentered the
church, the ‘palm’ branches being laid at the entrance.  Here the rood above the screen
had been unveiled for the first time since the beginning of Lent, and after the singing of
the gradual the participants went back into choir.

Roger Martin, a recusant from a prominent local family at Long Melford in Suffolk, wrote
an account of the Palm Sunday ceremony as he remembered it in the 1530s,

‘‘‘Upon Palm Sunday the Blessed Sacrament was carried in procession
about the churchyard under a fair canopy borne by four yeomen.  The
procession coming to the church gate went westward, and they with the
Blessed Sacarment (then) went eastward; and when the procession came
against the door of Mr. Clopton’s Ile they...with a little bell and singing
approached at the east end of Our Ladie’s chapel, at which time a boy with
a thing in his hand pointed to it, signifying a prophet as I think, sang
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standing on the tyrett that is on the said Mr. Clopton’s Ile door “Ecce Rex
tuus venit” etc., and then all did kneel down, and rising up went and met
the Sacrament, and so then went singing together into the church, and
coming near the Porch, the boy or one of the clerks did cast over among
the boys flowers and singing-cakes.’  ‘Mr Clopton’s Ile’ was the chapel on
the north side of the chancel and the ‘tyrret’ referred to was the rood-stair
at the north-west angle....  Apparently the procession wended its way from
the rood turret on the north round the outside of the Lady Chapel and
thence westward to the south porch.’4

In the Festial, a series of exemplary sermons for the church year written around 1380,
John Mirk mentions several details of the procession associated with Palm Sunday and
the re-enactment of Christ’s entry into Jerusalem, during which

‘mony strawed flowres in hys way, and mony broken branches of olyue
and of palme and keston in þe way, makyng melody and syngyng þus:
‘Blessid be þou þat comys in þe name of our Lord, Kyng of Israel!’

‘....And as þay songen and duden worschip to Crist in hor procescyon, ry¥t
soo we worschip þis day þe cros yn our procescyon, þrys knelyng to the
cros in worschip and in mynd of hym þat was for vs don on þe crosse, and
welcomyng hym wyth songe into þe chirch, as þay welcomet hym syngyng
into þe cyte of Ierusalem.’5

The south door - necessary for the performance of the Palm Sunday and other
processions of the late medieval church year - was, like the church treasures, a victim of
the Reformation, and was probably blocked soon after the accession of Elizabeth I, if not
before. 

The west tower

Added to the church in 1701 according to the memorial plaque on the north elevation it
is not certain whether it replaced an earlier structure [CW accounts should clarify this]. 
The plaque also records that Richard Ellsworth was the patron of the work, and the initials
‘R.E.’ also appear on the weathercock with the date 1708.  The commemorative
inscription reads, ‘Richardus EllsWorth ArmeGer turrem Erexit Anno domini in MDCCI’,
and beneath ‘George Alderman Mason’.

4 Quoted in Cook 1954, p.36.  Also Dymond and Paine 1992, pp.5-7; Duffy 1992, p.23-6.

5 Festial 1905, p.115.
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The 1881 repair: red = replacement; pink = refacing or major repairs.
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The south elevation string-course beasts; Matthew (top) and John (below)
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The timing of the work may have proved unfortunate, since the south and west of England
and Wales were devastated by the great storm of 26-27 November 1703 only two years
later, an unprecedented storm which left a trail of destruction along the Bristol Channel. 
It is possible that this was the reason that the weathercock at Timberscombe dates from
1708 - a delay caused by necessary repairs to the structure below in the wake of the
storm commensurate with those seen at Priddy and Hinton Blewett to the east.

At Ubley the churchwardens’ accounts contain a vivid narrative of the hurricane force
storm written in its immediate aftermath,

‘It begun on Friday with rain which caused a great flow before it ceased. 
Towards the evening the rain abated and the wind arised and so continued
rising higher and higher until about midnight, at which time it was so high
the like was never known, the noise of it was like continual thunder which
did awaken all of us out of sleep.  And feeling our beds shake under us,
none that was about to rise could lie in their beds.  About four hours before
day our houses began to break and in one hours time a sad distruction
there was, but none could go forth from their houses nor rise from their
places to see what hurt was done because of the darkness and the danger
for four or five hours but late morning one with another and wishing for the
day, but when the day was come that we could look forth; lo a nofull sight
to behold; to see hips of healme at our doors. The streets filled with thatch
and tiles of our houses, to see some houses blown down, many uncovered
and all in general torn and broken more or less, to see the churches
defaced, the towers was shaken, the windows broken, the lead blown off
and the battlements blown down, to see a bundance of trees especially
elms lying in the ways and in the fields with their roots turned upwards, a
multitude of apple trees and many whole orchards wholly laid down, to see
the corn mounds uncovered and blown about the bartens, the hay mows
thrown down and carried into the ditches, a nofull sight indeed enough to
make one fear and tremble, to see everything that was not blown down,
the hedges and trees and everything moveable to quiver and shake, to see
nothing but ruin and destruction on every side.  If you look to the north it
was all laid down before you.  Off to the south it was all coming toward
you.  If you look to the east all was flying from you.  Off to the west it was
all ready to fall upon you: with a great roaring over your head and round
about you.  Thus it was with us, but with many more much noise.’6

At nearby Badgworth John Gill, the churchwarden, noted payments

‘...to repair the breeches of the dredfull Tempest done to our Church and
Tower, which apered with Wonderfull violence both by sea and land on the
27th of November, 1703.  To our Tower was blown down all the west

6 I am indebted to Marilyn McLeod, for the transcription of this passage, 30/08/06.
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Batelment, and the to west Penicels and half ye Batelments South Side ye
Belfery Window to peices.  The Church tile blown al of, and all new lafted
and laid; much of the Roucast Beat down all new laid, and a greadeal of
ye Plaistering and all of it new done.  This was Amazing, and God grant
that there may never be the like while the world lasteth.’7

Defoe describes the effect of the storm on Compton Bishop church:

"The tower of Compton Bishop was much shattered, and the leads that
covered it were taken clean away and laid flat in the churchyard; the house
of John Cray of that place received much and strange damages, which
together with his part in the sea wall amounted to £500."8

Here the work of repair to the church took some considerable time to rectify, and it is likely
that the extent of repairs required to the houses of the villagers took precedence over
those to house of God.  It is not until 1705 that the churchwardens’ accounts for Compton
Bishop record,

"Mason pd. 2s. 6d. a dy. for 31 dys. mending Tower wh. was broke by
great tempest Nov. 27, 1703.... ....£3  17s  6d"

Marks of this repair were probably unwittingly described by John Harvey, who notes that
the parapet and pinnacles, ‘are clearly of a different stone, along with the top few feet of
the tower’.9

Another church where repairs may have taken two years to complete is Priddy, where
there is a limestone slab recording the repair of the tower in 1705, which, like Compton
Bishop, was probably concomitant upon the Great Storm.  It is placed on the north wall
of the tower chamber and bears an inscription in six lines of rough Roman capitals:

THIS TOWER WAS
MENDED AND TO PINIKLS
AND THE GREAT PART OF 

THE BATLMENTS 1705
WILLIAM YOUNG JOHN

CHANCLER CW

Severe storms are a matter of note to those who lived through them, but are soon forgot

7 S&D Notes and Queries, vol.I, No.11, p.16-17, quoting the churchwardens’ accounts for
Badgworth.

8 Defoe, ‘The Great Storm’, quoted in Knight.

9 Harvey 1982, p.174, fn.13.
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by a new generation tired of hearing old peoples’ tales of natural disasters - Collinson, for
instance, makes no mention whatever of the Great Storm - so that only where near
contemporary records survive are direct references to its effects likely to be found. 
However, the examination of church fabric often provides tantalising suggestions of the
storm’s effects,10 and occasionally more certain traces of its passing.

At Hinton Blewitt, for instance, Collinson noted that the church, ‘consists of a nave,
chancel, and north aile.  At the west end is a neat tower lately rebuilt.’11  Cut into the south
eastern buttress of the tower at approximately 6 feet from the ground is the date ‘1707'
and beneath it the initials ‘T.T.’.  The size of their carving looks deliberate and official, but
their position does not preclude a more ordinary origin as graffiti; however, the bells were
recast in 1708, and it seems likely that the latter work completed repairs following the
storm which were delayed here even longer than at Priddy and Compton Bishop.  The
extent of the rebuilding, however, does not appear to have been as great as Collinson
was led to believe, since, as at Compton Bishop, there are ashlar repairs to the tower top
comprising between one and four courses beneath the parapet, and further ashlar
insertions on the south western corner, suggesting that the storm stripped the parapet
and damaged the windward quoin.

There are several instances of what appear to be post-medieval rebuildings of tower tops
in the Exmoor churches which could also be attributable to this cause.  The somewhat
anomalous terminations of several towers, and the prevalence of saddleback tower roofs
could be the result of a local pre-Reformation stylistic preference, but the wooden top
stage at Carhampton, for instance, could well be a response to storm damage.

The use of rough-cast and other forms of exterior plastering appears to have been
general in Exmoor and Somerset in general, so it is likely that this finish had been applied
to the new tower at Timberscombe.  The evidence of Badgworth already quoted above
suggests that this was likely to have been damaged by the storm; that it was reinstated
is demonstrated by the watercolours of the church from the 1830s by Wheatley and
Bulwer.  Other depictions of local churches, and the descriptions by Edmund Rack from
the 1780s also show that neighbouring churches were treated in this way, and the 1881
specification for the restoration at Timberscombe requires that ‘The rough cast to be
removed from the whole of the walls throughout the Church’.

The later nineteenth century restoration of the church saw the rebuilding of the upper part
of the eighteenth century tower.  J.D. Sedding’s specification requires that The contractor
is to remove the .... the modern windows and parapet of the Tower’, but the repairs seem
to have respected much of the interior elevation of the structure, the contractor being

10 At Otterhampton, for instance, the parapet rebuilt in the earlier 20th century has much
older freestone framing the merlons; this, however, is of a different geology to the rest
of the tower, and suggests a post-medieval rebuilding, perhaps in 1703/4.

11 Collinson 1791, vol.ii, p.145.
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instructed to

Remove the present wooden segmental arches in bell chamber, and
provide & fix No.4 new two-light windows, in their place of design shewn
on accompanying plans with moulded jambs and head.  The jambs and
head of these windows to be of the section given in marginal sketch.  The
present inner wood lintels of these windows to remain.

- above this the work requires the contractor to

Provide and fix new parapets to Tower.  The Parapets to be of section
sketched in margin the mouldings being carried down angles of parapet,
and to form panels with open quatrefoils.  The whole of the Parapets to be
of wrought stone.  Put the new lower moulded course of parapet 9" deep.

No mention is made of the insertion of the new string-course at the base of the belfry, nor
are the angle heads on the parapet string itemised.  The four angle carvings represent
the four beasts of the Apocalypse representing the four evangelists: Matthew (SE), Mark
Luke and John.

There was, however, an intention to create a west door, the specification requiring the
contractor to

Provide & fix a new West door to Tower of the size and forms shewn on
Elevation.  The Arch to be of section here given -
The wro[ugh]t stone to be Doulting stone

and the carpenter and smith are instructed to create the door and its associated fittings. 
Clearly none of this was eventually acted upon.

The 1881 Restoration - John Dando Sedding

On January 21 1881 the vicar of Timberscombe wrote to the Archdeacon,

I am making arrangements to commence the Restoration of my Church for
which a faculty will be necessary, also a faculty for a manor aisle which the
Lord of the Manor Col Wynek wishes to have for his personal use.

The provision of the faculty for the Manor Aisle (the south-eastern chapel at the end of the
south aisle) was particularly important for the proposed works since a gift of £450 from
the colonel was dependent upon it.

Somerset Record Office holds the original copy of John Dando Sedding’s specification
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for the works, as well as two of the project drawings.  Of the latter one comprises a
‘before’ ground plan which shows box pews in the south side of the church and the form
of the western singers’ gallery; the other has the proposed alterations on the ground plan
(a second version of this is preserved in the Incorporated Church Building Society [ICBS]
archive at Lambeth), two sections (transverse and longitudinal) and the south exterior
elevation.

The pre-1881 church as described by Rack in the previous century held 12 [box] pews
and a singers’ gallery, but by 1881 the number of certain enclosed pews had fallen to six,
all housed in the southern side of the south aisle, with two of them in the ;Manor Aisle’ at
the east end.

In addition to the work on the tower already discussed above, much else was to the fabric
and fittings in 1881-2.
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Before (top) and proposal ground plans from 1881.
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Remains of the late medieval
seating in the north-east bank of
benches.  Note the remnants of
yellow ochre paint and the
incised circle on the bench end at
left.
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